Cleaning and playing
Kitten runs off...
Mom pursues....
And brings him back! This happens about 4 more times. It's hilarious how deliberate the kitten is with running away and playing hide and seek with Mommy 😇
Up to no good!
Pretty pic of Mom. She’s much more tawny and red than some of our other bobcats.
Mom and kitten as the night rolls in.
Kitten 2 shows up, and Mom leaves for a few hours, then returns with kitten 3 later in the night.
Mom and all three kittens in one big bobcat ball.
Mom leaves early in the morning and the kittens entertain themselves
Mom returns to her rambunctious crew
Breakfast and napping.
Soon after this shot, Mom left and the three kittens followed. She is still using this den, but not all the time. The kittens are growing fast and learning to keep up!